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Introduction

(This introduction is not part of IEEE Std 1028-1997, IEEE Standard for Software Reviews.)

This Introduction provides the user with the rationale and background of the reviews outlined in this standard and their relationships to other IEEE standards.

Purpose

This standard defines five types of software reviews, together with procedures required for the execution of each review type. This standard is concerned only with the reviews; it does not define procedures for determining the necessity of a review, nor does it specify the disposition of the results of the review. Review types include management reviews, technical reviews, inspections, walk-throughs, and audits.

This standard is meant to be used either in conjunction with other IEEE software engineering standards or as a stand-alone definition of software review procedures. In the latter case, local management must determine the events that precede and follow the actual software reviews.

The need for reviews is described in several other IEEE standards, as well as standards prepared by other standards-writing organizations. IEEE Std 1028-1997 is meant to support these other standards. In particular, reviews required by the following standards can be executed using the procedures described herein:

- IEEE Std 730-1989 [B1]
- IEEE Std 1012-1986 [B5]
- IEEE Std 1058.1-1987 [B8]
- IEEE Std 1074-1995 [B10]
- IEEE Std 1220-1994 [B12]
- IEEE Std 1228-1994 B13

The use of IEEE Std 1044-1993 [B7] is encouraged as part of the reporting procedures for this standard.

General application intent

This standard applies throughout the scope of any selected software life-cycle model and provides a standard against which software review plans can be prepared and assessed. Maximum benefit can be derived from this standard by planning for its application early in the project life cycle.

This standard for software reviews was written in consideration of both the software and its system operating environment. It can be used where software is the total system entity or where it is part of a larger system. Care should be taken to integrate software review activities into any total system life-cycle planning; software reviews should exist in concert with hardware and computer system reviews to the benefit of the entire system.

Reviews carried out in conformance with this standard may include both personnel internal to the project and customers or acquirers of the product, according to local procedures. Subcontractors may also be included if appropriate.

aThe numbers in brackets correspond to those of the bibliography in Annex C.
The information obtained during software reviews (particularly inspections) may be of benefit for improving the user’s software acquisition, supply, development, operation, and maintenance processes. The use of review data for process improvement is not required by this standard, but their use is strongly encouraged.

Conformance

Conformance to this standard for a specific review type can be claimed when all mandatory actions (indicated by “shall”) are carried out as defined in this standard for the review type used. Claims for conformance should be phrased to indicate the review types used; for example, “conforming to IEEE Std 1028-1997 for inspections.”

Development procedure

This standard was developed by the Software Engineering Review Working Group. The entire standards writing procedure was carried out via electronic mail.
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IEEE Standard for Software Reviews

1. Overview

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this standard is to define systematic reviews applicable to software acquisition, supply, development, operation, and maintenance. This standard describes how to carry out a review. Other standards or local management define the context within which a review is performed, and the use made of the results of the review. Software reviews can be used in support of the objectives of project management, system engineering (for example, functional allocation between hardware and software), verification and validation, configuration management, and quality assurance. Different types of reviews reflect differences in the goals of each review type. Systematic reviews are described by their defined procedures, scope, and objectives.

1.2 Scope

This standard provides minimum acceptable requirements for systematic software reviews, where “systematic” includes the following attributes:

a) Team participation
b) Documented results of the review
c) Documented procedures for conducting the review

Reviews that do not meet the requirements of this standard are considered to be nonsystematic reviews. This standard is not intended to discourage or prohibit the use of nonsystematic reviews.

The definitions, requirements, and procedures for the following five types of reviews are included within this standard:

a) Management reviews
b) Technical reviews
c) Inspections
d) Walk-throughs
e) Audits

This standard does not establish the need to conduct specific reviews; that need is defined by other software engineering standards or by local procedures. This standard provides definitions, requirements, and procedures that are applicable to the reviews of software development products throughout the software life cycle.
Users of this standard shall specify where and when this standard applies and any intended deviations from this standard.

It is intended that this standard be used with other software engineering standards that determine the products to be reviewed, the timing of reviews, and the necessity for reviews. This standard is closely aligned with IEEE Std 1012-1986 [B5], but can also be used with IEEE Std 1074-1995 [B10], IEEE Std 730-1989 [B1], ISO/IEC 12207:1995 [B15], and other standards. Use with other standards is described in Annex A. A useful model is to consider IEEE Std 1028-1997 as a subroutine to the other standards. Thus, if IEEE Std 1012-1986 were used to carry out the verification and validation process, the procedure in IEEE Std 1012-1986 could be followed until such time as instructions to carry out a specific review are encountered. At that point, IEEE Std 1028-1997 would be “called” to carry out the review, using the specific review type described herein. Once the review has been completed, IEEE Std 1012-1986 would be returned to for disposition of the results of the review and any additional action required by IEEE Std 1012-1986.

In this model, requirements and quality attributes for the software product are “parameter inputs” to the review and are imposed by the “caller.” When the review is finished, the review outputs are “returned” to the “caller” for action. Review outputs typically include anomaly lists and action item lists; the resolution of the anomalies and action items are the responsibility of the “caller.”

1.3 Conformance

Conformance to this standard for a specific review type can be claimed when all mandatory actions (indicated by “shall”) are carried out as defined in this standard for the review type used. Claims for conformance should be phrased to indicate the review types used; for example, “conforming to IEEE Std 1028-1997 for inspections.” The word “shall” is used to express a requirement, “should,” to express a recommendation, and “may,” to express alternative or optional methods of satisfying a requirement.

1.4 Organization of standard

Clauses 4–8 of this standard provide guidance and descriptions for the five types of systematic reviews addressed by this standard. Each of these clauses contains the following information:

a) **Introduction.** Describes the objectives of the systematic review and provides an overview of the systematic review procedures.
b) **Responsibilities.** Defines the roles and responsibilities needed for the systematic review.
c) **Input.** Describes the requirements for input needed by the systematic review.
d) **Entry criteria.** Describes the criteria to be met before the systematic review can begin, including
   1) Authorization
   2) Initiating event
e) **Procedures.** Details the procedures for the systematic review, including
   1) Planning the review
   2) Overview of procedures
   3) Preparation
   4) Examination/evaluation/recording of results
   5) Rework/follow-up
f) **Exit criteria.** Describes the criteria to be met before the systematic review can be considered complete.
g) **Output.** Describes the minimum set of deliverables to be produced by the systematic review.

---

1The numbers in brackets correspond to those of the bibliography in Annex C.
1.5 Application of standard

The procedures and terminology defined in this standard apply to software acquisition, supply, development, operation, and maintenance processes requiring systematic reviews. Systematic reviews are performed on a software product as required by other standards or local procedures.

The term “software product” is used in this standard in a very broad sense. Examples of software products include, but are not limited to, the following:

a) Anomaly reports
b) Audit reports
c) Back up and recovery plans
d) Build procedures
e) Contingency plans
f) Contracts
g) Customer or user representative complaints
h) Disaster plans
i) Hardware performance plans
j) Inspection reports
k) Installation plans
l) Installation procedures
m) Maintenance manuals
n) Maintenance plans
o) Management review reports
p) Operations and user manuals
q) Procurement and contracting methods
r) Progress reports
s) Release notes
t) Reports and data (for example, review, audit, project status, anomaly reports, test data)
u) Request for proposal
v) Risk management plans
w) Software configuration management plans (see IEEE Std 828-1990 [B2])
x) Software design descriptions (see IEEE Std 1016-1987 [B6])
y) Software project management plans (see IEEE Std 1058-1987 [B8])
z) Software quality assurance plans (see IEEE Std 730-1989 [B1])
aa) Software requirements specifications (see IEEE Std 830-1993 [B4])
ab) Software safety plans (see IEEE 1228-1994 [B13])
ac) Software test documentation (see IEEE Std 829-1983 [B3])
ad) Software user documentation (see IEEE Std 1063-1987 [B9])
ae) Software verification and validation plans (see IEEE Std 1012-1986 [B5])
af) Source code
ag) Standards, regulations, guidelines, and procedures
ah) System build procedures
ai) Technical review reports
aj) Vendor documents
ak) Walk-through reports

This standard permits reviews that are held by means other than physically meeting in a single location. Examples include telephone conferences, video conferences, and other means of group electronic communication. In such cases the communication means should be defined in addition to the meeting places, and all other review requirements remain applicable.
In order to make use of this standard to carry out a software review, first decide the objective of the review. Next, select an appropriate review type using the guidance in Annex B or a local procedure. Then follow the procedure described in the appropriate clause (4–8) of this standard.

2. References

This standard shall be used in conjunction with the following publications. If the following publications are superseded by an approved revision, the revision shall apply. (Additional standards that may be used to prepare software products that are the subject of reviews are cited in a bibliography in Annex C.)


3. Definitions

For purposes of this standard, the following terms and definitions apply. IEEE Std 610.12-1990\(^2\) and IEEE Std 100-1996 should be consulted for terms not defined in this clause.

Six of the terms given here are defined in other IEEE software engineering standards. The definition of the term “anomaly” is identical to that given in IEEE Std 1044-1993 [B7]. The terms “audit,” “inspection,” “review,” “software product,” and “walk-through” are all defined in IEEE Std 610.12-1990; however, some minor modifications have been made to those definitions to more closely match the content of this standard, as explained in the succeeding paragraph.

IEEE Std 610.12-1990 uses different terms for the object of a review: audits and reviews are defined therein in terms of “work products,” inspections are defined in terms of “development products,” and walk-throughs are defined in terms of “segment of documentation or code.” “Work products” are not defined in IEEE Std 610.12-1990. Since “software product” is defined therein, and it is desirable to use a single term in this standard, a change in terminology was made. Since software products being reviewed are not limited to those “designated for delivery to a user,” that phrase was dropped from the definition of “software product.” The definition of “inspection” has been changed considerably. No other changes to the definitions from IEEE Std 610.12-1990 were made.

3.1 anomaly: Any condition that deviates from expectations based on requirements specifications, design documents, user documents, standards, etc., or from someone’s perceptions or experiences. Anomalies may be found during, but not limited to, the review, test, analysis, compilation, or use of software products or applicable documentation.

3.2 audit: An independent examination of a software product, software process, or set of software processes to assess compliance with specifications, standards, contractual agreements, or other criteria.

3.3 inspection: A visual examination of a software product to detect and identify software anomalies, including errors and deviations from standards and specifications. Inspections are peer examinations led by impartial facilitators who are trained in inspection techniques. Determination of remedial or investigative action for an anomaly is a mandatory element of a software inspection, although the solution should not be determined in the inspection meeting.

\(^2\)Information on references can be found in Clause 2.
3.4 **management review**: A systematic evaluation of a software acquisition, supply, development, operation, or maintenance process performed by or on behalf of management that monitors progress, determines the status of plans and schedules, confirms requirements and their system allocation, or evaluates the effectiveness of management approaches used to achieve fitness for purpose.

3.5 **review**: A process or meeting during which a software product is presented to project personnel, managers, users, customers, user representatives, or other interested parties for comment or approval.

3.6 **software product**: (A) A complete set of computer programs, procedures, and associated documentation and data. (B) One or more of the individual items in (A).

3.7 **technical review**: A systematic evaluation of a software product by a team of qualified personnel that examines the suitability of the software product for its intended use and identifies discrepancies from specifications and standards. Technical reviews may also provide recommendations of alternatives and examination of various alternatives.

3.8 **walk-through**: A static analysis technique in which a designer or programmer leads members of the development team and other interested parties through a software product, and the participants ask questions and make comments about possible errors, violation of development standards, and other problems.

### 4. Management reviews

#### 4.1 Introduction

The purpose of a management review is to monitor progress, determine the status of plans and schedules, confirm requirements and their system allocation, or evaluate the effectiveness of management approaches used to achieve fitness for purpose. Management reviews support decisions about corrective actions, changes in the allocation of resources, or changes to the scope of the project.

Management reviews are carried out by, or on behalf of, the management personnel having direct responsibility for the system. Management reviews identify consistency with and deviations from plans, or adequacies and inadequacies of management procedures. This examination may require more than one meeting. The examination need not address all aspects of the product.

Examples of software products subject to management review include, but are not limited to:

- a) Anomaly reports
- b) Audit reports
- c) Back-up and recovery plans
- d) Contingency plans
- e) Customer or user representative complaints
- f) Disaster plans
- g) Hardware performance plans
- h) Installation plans
- i) Maintenance plans
- j) Procurement and contracting methods
- k) Progress reports
- l) Risk management plans
- m) Software configuration management plans
- n) Software project management plans
- o) Software quality assurance plans
- p) Software safety plans
4.2 Responsibilities

Management reviews are carried out by, or on behalf of, the management personnel having direct responsibility for the system. Technical knowledge may be necessary to conduct a successful management review. Management reviews shall be performed by the available personnel who are best qualified to evaluate the software product.

The following roles shall be established for the management review:

- a) Decision maker
- b) Review leader
- c) Recorder
- d) Management staff
- e) Technical staff

The following roles may also be established for the management review:

- f) Other team members
- g) Customer or user representative
- h) Individual participants may act in more than one role

4.2.1 Decision maker

The decision maker is the person for whom the management review is conducted. The decision maker shall determine if the review objectives have been met.

4.2.2 Review leader

The review leader shall be responsible for administrative tasks pertaining to the review, shall be responsible for planning and preparation as described in 4.5.2 and 4.5.4, shall ensure that the review is conducted in an orderly manner and meets its objectives, and shall issue the review outputs as described in 4.7.

4.2.3 Recorder

The recorder shall document anomalies, action items, decisions, and recommendations made by the review team.

4.2.4 Management staff

Management staff assigned to carry out management reviews are responsible for active participation in the review. Managers responsible for the system as a whole have additional responsibilities as defined in 4.5.1.

4.2.5 Technical staff

The technical staff shall provide the information necessary for the management staff to fulfill its responsibilities.
4.2.6 Customer or user representative

The role of the customer or user representative should be determined by the review leader prior to the review.

4.3 Input

Input to the management review shall include the following:

a) A statement of objectives for the management review
b) The software product being evaluated
c) Software project management plan
d) Status, relative to plan, of the software product completed or in progress
e) Current anomalies or issues list
f) Documented review procedures

Input to the management review should also include the following:

g) Status of resources, including finance, as appropriate
h) Relevant review reports
i) Any regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, or procedures against which the software product should be evaluated
j) Anomaly categories (See IEEE Std 1044-1993 [B7])

Additional reference material may be made available by the individuals responsible for the software product when requested by the review leader.

4.4 Entry criteria

4.4.1 Authorization

The need for conducting management reviews should initially be established in the appropriate project planning documents, as listed in 4.1. Under these plans, completion of a specific software product or completion of an activity may initiate a management review. In addition to those management reviews required by a specific plan, other management reviews may be announced and held at the request of software quality management, functional management, project management, or the customer or user representative, according to local procedures.

4.4.2 Preconditions

A management review shall be conducted only when both of the following conditions have been met:

a) A statement of objectives for the review is established by the management personnel for whom the review is being carried out
b) The required review inputs are available

4.5 Procedures

4.5.1 Management preparation

Managers shall ensure that the review is performed as required by applicable standards and procedures and by requirements mandated by law, contract, or other policy. To this end, managers shall
a) Plan time and resources required for reviews, including support functions, as required in IEEE Std 1058.1-1987 [B8] or other appropriate standards
b) Provide funding and facilities required to plan, define, execute, and manage the reviews
c) Provide training and orientation on review procedures applicable to a given project
d) Ensure appropriate levels of expertise and knowledge sufficient to comprehend the software product under review
e) Ensure that planned reviews are conducted
f) Act on review team recommendations in a timely manner

4.5.2 Planning the review

The review leader shall be responsible for the following activities:

a) Identify, with appropriate management support, the review team
b) Assign specific responsibilities to the review team members
c) Schedule and announce the meeting
d) Distribute review materials to participants, allowing adequate time for their preparation
e) Set a timetable for distribution of review material, the return of comments, and forwarding of comments to the author for disposition

4.5.3 Overview of review procedures

A qualified person should present an overview session for the review team when requested by the review leader. This overview may occur as part of the review meeting (see 4.5.6) or as a separate meeting.

4.5.4 Preparation

Each review team member shall examine the software product and other review inputs prior to the review meeting. Anomalies detected during this examination should be documented and sent to the review leader. The review leader should classify anomalies to ensure that review meeting time is used most effectively. The review leader should forward the anomalies to the author of the software product for disposition.

4.5.5 Examination

The management review shall consist of one or more meetings of the review team. The meetings shall accomplish the following goals:

a) Review the objectives of the management review
b) Evaluate the software product under review against the review objectives
c) Evaluate project status, including the status of plans and schedules
d) Review anomalies identified by the review team prior to the review
e) Generate a list of action items, emphasizing risks
f) Document the meeting

The meetings should accomplish the following goals as appropriate:

g) Evaluate the risk issues that may jeopardize the success of the project
h) Confirm software requirements and their system allocation
i) Decide the course of action to be taken or recommendations for action
j) Identify other issues that should be addressed

4.5.6 Rework/follow-up

The review leader shall verify that the action items assigned in the meeting are closed.
4.6 Exit criteria

The management review shall be considered complete when the activities listed in 4.5.5 have been accomplished and the output described in 4.7 exists.

4.7 Output

The output from the management review shall be documented evidence that identifies

a) The project being reviewed
b) The review team members
c) Review objectives
d) Software product reviewed
e) Specific inputs to the review
f) Action item status (open, closed), ownership and target date (if open) or completion date (if closed)
g) A list of anomalies identified by the review team that must be addressed for the project to meet its goals

Although this standard sets minimum requirements for the content of the documented evidence, it is left to local procedures to prescribe additional content, format requirements, and media.

5. Technical reviews

5.1 Introduction

The purpose of a technical review is to evaluate a software product by a team of qualified personnel to determine its suitability for its intended use and identify discrepancies from specifications and standards. It provides management with evidence to confirm whether

a) The software product conforms to its specifications
b) The software product adheres to regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures applicable to the project
c) Changes to the software product are properly implemented and affect only those system areas identified by the change specification

Technical reviews may also provide the recommendation and examination of various alternatives, which may require more than one meeting. The examination need not address all aspects of the product.

Examples of software products subject to technical review include, but are not limited to

a) Software requirements specification
b) Software design description
c) Software test documentation
d) Software user documentation
e) Maintenance manual
f) System build procedures
g) Installation procedures
h) Release notes
5.2 Responsibilities

The following roles shall be established for the technical review:

a) Decision maker
b) Review leader
c) Recorder
d) Technical staff

The following roles may also be established for the technical review:

e) Management staff
f) Other team members
g) Customer or user representative

Individual participants may act in more than one role.

5.2.1 Decision maker

The decision maker is the person for whom the technical review is conducted. The decision maker shall determine if the review objectives have been met.

5.2.2 Review leader

The review leader shall be responsible for the review. This responsibility includes performing administrative tasks pertaining to the review, ensuring that the review is conducted in an orderly manner, and ensuring that the review meets its objectives. The review leader shall issue the review outputs as described in 5.7.

5.2.3 Recorder

The recorder shall document anomalies, action items, decisions, and recommendations made by the review team.

5.2.4 Technical staff

The technical staff shall actively participate in the review and evaluation of the software product.

5.2.5 Management staff

The management staff may participate in the technical review for the purpose of identifying issues that require management resolution.

5.2.6 Customer or user representative

The role of the customer or user representative should be determined by the review leader prior to the review.

5.3 Input

Input to the technical review shall include the following:

a) A statement of objectives for the technical review
b) The software product being examined
c) Software project management plan
d) Current anomalies or issues list for the software product

e) Documented review procedures

Input to the technical review should also include the following:

f) Relevant review reports
g) Any regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures against which the software product is to be examined

h) Anomaly categories (See IEEE Std 1044-1993 [B7])

Additional reference material may be made available by the individuals responsible for the software product when requested by the review leader.

5.4 Entry criteria

5.4.1 Authorization

The need for conducting technical reviews of a software product shall be defined by project planning documents. In addition to those technical reviews required by a specific plan, other technical reviews may be announced and held at the request of functional management, project management, software quality management, systems engineering, or software engineering according to local procedures. Technical reviews may be required to evaluate impacts of hardware anomalies or deficiencies on the software product.

5.4.2 Preconditions

A technical review shall be conducted only when both of the following conditions have been met:

a) A statement of objectives for the review is established

b) The required review inputs are available

5.5 Procedures

5.5.1 Management preparation

Managers shall ensure that the review is performed as required by applicable standards and procedures and by requirements mandated by law, contract, or other policy. To this end, managers shall

a) Plan time and resources required for reviews, including support functions, as required in IEEE Std 1058.1-1987 [B8] or other appropriate standards

b) Provide funding and facilities required to plan, define, execute, and manage the reviews

c) Provide training and orientation on review procedures applicable to a given project

d) Ensure that review team members possess appropriate levels of expertise and knowledge sufficient to comprehend the software product under review

e) Ensure that planned reviews are conducted

f) Act on review team recommendations in a timely manner

5.5.2 Planning the review

The review leader shall be responsible for the following activities:

a) Identify, with appropriate management support, the review team

b) Assign specific responsibilities to the review team members

c) Schedule and announce the meeting place
d) Distribute review materials to participants, allowing adequate time for their preparation

As a part of the planning procedure, the review team shall determine if alternatives are to be discussed at the review meeting. Alternatives may be discussed at the review meeting, afterwards in a separate meeting, or left to the author of the software product to resolve.

5.5.3 Overview of review procedures

A qualified person should present an overview of the review procedures for the review team when requested by the review leader. This overview may occur as a part of the review meeting (see 5.5.6) or as a separate meeting.

5.5.4 Overview of the software product

A technically qualified person should present an overview of the software product for the review team when requested by the review leader. This overview may occur either as a part of the review meeting (see 5.5.6) or as a separate meeting.

5.5.5 Preparation

Each review team member shall examine the software product and other review inputs prior to the review meeting. Anomalies detected during this examination should be documented and sent to the review leader. The review leader should classify anomalies to ensure that review meeting time is used most effectively. The review leader should forward the anomalies to the author of the software product for disposition.

The review leader shall verify that team members are prepared for the technical review. The review leader should gather individual preparation times and record the total. The review leader shall reschedule the meeting if the team members are not adequately prepared.

5.5.6 Examination

During the technical review the review team shall hold one or more meetings. The meetings shall accomplish the following goals:

a) Decide on the agenda for evaluating the software product and anomalies
b) Evaluate the software product
c) Determine if
   1) The software product is complete;
   2) The software product conforms to the regulations, standards, guidelines, plans and procedures applicable to the project;
   3) Changes to the software product are properly implemented and affect only the specified areas;
   4) The software product is suitable for its intended use;
   5) The software product is ready for the next activity;
   6) Hardware anomalies or specification discrepancies exist
d) Identify anomalies
e) Generate a list of action items, emphasizing risks
f) Document the meeting

After the software product has been reviewed, documentation shall be generated to document the meeting, list anomalies found in the software product, and describe any recommendations to management.
When anomalies are sufficiently critical or numerous, the review leader should recommend that an additional review be applied to the modified software product. This, at a minimum, should cover product areas changed to resolve anomalies as well as side effects of those changes.

5.5.7 Rework/follow-up

The review leader shall verify that the action items assigned in the meeting are closed.

5.6 Exit criteria

A technical review shall be considered complete when the activities listed in 5.5.6 have been accomplished, and the output described in 5.7 exists.

5.7 Output

The output from the technical review shall consist of documented evidence that identifies

a) The project being reviewed
b) The review team members
c) The software product reviewed
d) Specific inputs to the review
e) Review objectives and whether they were met
f) A list of resolved and unresolved software product anomalies
g) A list of unresolved system or hardware anomalies or specification action items
h) A list of management issues
i) Action item status (open, closed), ownership and target date (if open), or completion date (if closed)
j) Any recommendations made by the review team on how to dispose of unresolved issues and anomalies
k) Whether the software product meets the applicable regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures without deviations

Although this standard sets minimum requirements for the content of the documented evidence, it is left to local procedures to prescribe additional content, format requirements, and media.

6. Inspections

6.1 Introduction

The purpose of an inspection is to detect and identify software product anomalies. This is a systematic peer examination that

a) Verifies that the software product satisfies its specifications
b) Verifies that the software product satisfies specified quality attributes
c) Verifies that the software product conforms to applicable regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures
d) Identifies deviations from standards and specifications
e) Collects software engineering data (for example, anomaly and effort data) (optional)
f) Uses the collected software engineering data to improve the inspection process itself and its supporting documentation (for example, checklists) (optional)
Inspections consist of three to six participants. An inspection is led by an impartial facilitator who is trained in inspection techniques. Determination of remedial or investigative action for an anomaly is a mandatory element of a software inspection, although the resolution should not occur in the inspection meeting. Collection of data for the purpose of analysis and improvement of software engineering procedures (including all review procedures) is strongly recommended but is not a mandatory element of software inspections.

Examples of software products subject to inspections include, but are not limited to:

a) Software requirements specification
b) Software design description
c) Source code
d) Software test documentation
e) Software user documentation
f) Maintenance manual
g) System build procedures
h) Installation procedures
i) Release notes

6.2 Responsibilities

The following roles shall be established for the inspection:

a) Inspection leader
b) Recorder
c) Reader
d) Author
e) Inspector

All participants in the review are inspectors. The author shall not act as inspection leader and should not act as reader or recorder. Other roles may be shared among the team members. Individual participants may act in more than one role.

Individuals holding management positions over any member of the inspection team shall not participate in the inspection.

6.2.1 Inspection leader

The inspection leader shall be responsible for administrative tasks pertaining to the inspection, shall be responsible for planning and preparation as described in 6.5.2 and 6.5.4, shall ensure that the inspection is conducted in an orderly manner and meets its objectives, should be responsible for collecting inspection data (if appropriate), and shall issue the inspection output as described in 6.7.

6.2.2 Recorder

The recorder shall document anomalies, action items, decisions, and recommendations made by the inspection team. The recorder should record inspection data required for process analysis. The inspection leader may be the recorder.

6.2.3 Reader

The reader shall lead the inspection team through the software product in a comprehensive and logical fashion, interpreting sections of the work (for example, generally paraphrasing groups of 1–3 lines), and highlighting important aspects.
6.2.4 Author

The author shall be responsible for the software product meeting its inspection entry criteria, for contributing to the inspection based on special understanding of the software product, and for performing any rework required to make the software product meet its inspection exit criteria.

6.2.5 Inspector

Inspectors shall identify and describe anomalies in the software product. Inspectors shall be chosen to represent different viewpoints at the meeting (for example, sponsor, requirements, design, code, safety, test, independent test, project management, quality management, and hardware engineering). Only those viewpoints pertinent to the inspection of the product should be present.

Some inspectors should be assigned specific review topics to ensure effective coverage. For example, one inspector may focus on conformance with a specific standard or standards, another on syntax, another for overall coherence. These roles should be assigned by the inspection leader when planning the inspection, as provided in 6.5.2 (b).

6.3 Input

Input to the inspection shall include the following:

a) A statement of objectives for the inspection
b) The software product to be inspected
c) Documented inspection procedure
d) Inspection reporting forms
e) Current anomalies or issues list

Input to the inspection may also include the following:

f) Inspection checklists
g) Any regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures against which the software product is to be inspected
h) Hardware product specifications
i) Hardware performance data
j) Anomaly categories (see IEEE Std 1044-1993 [B7])

Additional reference material may be made available by the individuals responsible for the software product when requested by the inspection leader.

6.4 Entry criteria

6.4.1 Authorization

Inspections shall be planned and documented in the appropriate project planning documents (for example, the overall project plan, or software verification and validation plan).

Additional inspections may be conducted during acquisition, supply, development, operation, and maintenance of the software product at the request of project management, quality management, or the author, according to local procedures.
6.4.2 Preconditions

An inspection shall be conducted only when both of the following conditions have been met:

a) A statement of objectives for the inspection is established.
b) The required inspection inputs are available.

6.4.3 Minimum entry criteria

An inspection shall not be conducted until all of the following events have occurred, unless there is a documented rationale, accepted by management, for exception from these provisions:

a) The software product that is to be inspected is complete and conforms to project standards for content and format.
b) Any automated error-detecting tools (such as spell-checkers and compilers) required for the inspection are available.
c) Prior milestones are satisfied as identified in the appropriate planning documents.
d) Required supporting documentation is available.
e) For a re-inspection, all items noted on the anomaly list that affect the software product under inspection are resolved.

6.5 Procedures

6.5.1 Management preparation

Managers shall ensure that the inspection is performed as required by applicable standards and procedures and by requirements mandated by law, contract, or other policy. To this end, managers shall

a) Plan time and resources required for inspection, including support functions, as required in IEEE Std 1058.1-1987 [B8] or other appropriate standards
b) Provide funding and facilities required to plan, define, execute, and manage the inspection
c) Provide training and orientation on inspection procedures applicable to a given project
d) Ensure that review team members possess appropriate levels of expertise and knowledge sufficient to comprehend the software product under inspection
e) Ensure that planned inspections are conducted
f) Act on inspection team recommendations in a timely manner

6.5.2 Planning the inspection

The author shall assemble the inspection materials for the inspection leader.

The inspection leader shall be responsible for the following activities:

a) Identifying, with appropriate management support, the inspection team
b) Assigning specific responsibilities to the inspection team members
c) Scheduling the meeting and selecting the meeting place
d) Distributing inspection materials to participants, and allowing adequate time for their preparation
e) Setting a timetable for distribution of inspection material and for the return of comments and forwarding of comments to the author for disposition

As a part of the planning procedure, the inspection team shall determine if alternatives are to be discussed at the inspection meeting. Alternatives may be discussed at the inspection meeting, afterwards in a separate meeting, or left to the authors of the software product to resolve.
6.5.3 Overview of inspection procedures

The author should present an overview of the software product to be inspected. This overview should be used to introduce the inspectors to the software product. The overview may be attended by other project personnel who could profit from the presentation.

Roles shall be assigned by the inspection leader. The inspection leader shall answer questions about any checklists and the role assignments and should present inspection data such as minimal preparation times and the typical number of anomalies found in past similar products.

6.5.4 Preparation

Each inspection team member shall examine the software product and other review inputs prior to the review meeting. Anomalies detected during this examination shall be documented and sent to the inspection leader. The inspection leader should classify anomalies to ensure that inspection meeting time is used effectively. The inspection leader should forward the anomalies to the author of the software product for disposition.

The inspection leader or reader shall specify a suitable order in which the software product will be inspected (such as sequential, hierarchical, data flow, control flow, bottom up, or top down). The reader shall ensure that he or she is able to present the software product at the inspection meeting.

6.5.5 Examination

The inspection meeting shall follow this agenda:

6.5.5.1 Introduce meeting

The inspection leader shall introduce the participants and describe their roles. The inspection leader shall state the purpose of the inspection and should remind the inspectors to focus their efforts toward anomaly detection, not resolution. The inspection leader should remind the inspectors to direct their remarks to the reader and to comment only on the software product, not their author. Inspectors may pose questions to the author regarding the software product. The inspection leader shall resolve any special procedural questions raised by the inspectors.

6.5.5.2 Establish preparedness

The inspection leader shall verify that inspectors are prepared for the inspection. The inspection leader shall reschedule the meeting if the inspectors are not adequately prepared. The inspection leader should gather individual preparation times and record the total in the inspection documentation.

6.5.5.3 Review general items

Anomalies referring to the software product in general (and thus not attributable to a specific instance or location) shall be presented to the inspectors and recorded.

6.5.5.4 Review software product and record anomalies

The reader shall present the software product to the inspection team. The inspection team shall examine the software product objectively and thoroughly, and the inspection leader shall focus this part of the meeting on creating the anomaly list. The recorder shall enter each anomaly, location, description, and classification on the anomaly list. IEEE Std 1044-1993 [B7] may be used to classify anomalies. During this time, the author shall answer specific questions and contribute to anomaly detection based on the author's special understanding of the software product. If there is disagreement about an anomaly, the potential anomaly shall be logged and marked for resolution at the end of the meeting.
6.5.5.5 Review the anomaly list

At the end of the inspection meeting, the inspection leader should have the anomaly list reviewed with the team to ensure its completeness and accuracy. The inspection leader should allow time to discuss every anomaly where disagreement occurred. The inspection leader should not allow the discussion to focus on resolving the anomaly but on clarifying what constitutes the anomaly.

6.5.5.6 Make exit decision

The purpose of the exit decision is to bring an unambiguous closure to the inspection meeting. The exit decision shall determine if the software product meets the inspection exit criteria and shall prescribe any appropriate rework and verification. Specifically, the inspection team shall identify the software product disposition as one of the following:

a) Accept with no or minor rework. The software product is accepted as is or with only minor rework (for example, that would require no further verification).

b) Accept with rework verification. The software product is to be accepted after the inspection leader or a designated member of the inspection team (other than the author) verifies rework.

c) Re-inspect. Schedule a re-inspection to verify rework. At a minimum, a re-inspection shall examine the software product areas changed to resolve anomalies identified in the last inspection, as well as side effects of those changes.

6.5.6 Rework/follow-up

The inspection leader shall verify that the action items assigned in the meeting are closed.

6.6 Exit criteria

An inspection shall be considered complete when the activities listed in 6.5.5 have been accomplished, and the output described in 6.7 exists.

6.7 Output

The output of the inspection shall be documented evidence that identifies

a) The project being inspected

b) The inspection team members

c) The inspection meeting duration

d) The software product inspected

e) The size of the materials inspected (for example, the number of text pages)

f) Specific inputs to the inspection

g) Inspection objectives and whether they were met

h) The anomaly list, containing each anomaly location, description, and classification

i) The inspection anomaly summary listing the number of anomalies identified by each anomaly category

j) The disposition of the software product

k) An estimate of the rework effort and rework completion date

The output of the inspection should include the following documentation:

l) The total preparation time of the inspection team
Although this standard sets minimum requirements for the content of the documented evidence, it is left to local procedures to prescribe additional content, format requirements, and media.

6.8 Data collection recommendations

Inspections should provide data for the analysis of the quality of the software product, the effectiveness of the acquisition, supply, development, operation and maintenance processes, and the efficiency of the inspection itself. In order to maintain the effectiveness of inspections, data should not be used to evaluate the performance of individuals. To enable these analyses, anomalies that are identified at an inspection meeting should be classified in accordance with 6.8.1 through 6.8.3.

Inspection data should contain the identification of the software product, the date and time of the inspection, the inspection leader, the preparation and inspection times, the volume of the materials inspected, and the disposition of the inspected software product. The capture of this information can be used to optimize local guidance for inspections.

The management of inspection data requires a capability to store, enter, access, update, summarize, and report categorized anomalies. The frequency and types of the inspection analysis reports, and their distribution, are left to local standards and procedures.

6.8.1 Anomaly classification

Anomalies may be classified by technical type according to, for example, IEEE Std 1044-1993 [B7].

6.8.2 Anomaly classes

Anomaly classes provide evidence of nonconformance and may be categorized, for example, as

- a) Missing
- b) Extra (superfluous)
- c) Ambiguous
- d) Inconsistent
- e) Improvement desirable
- f) Not conforming to standards
- g) Risk-prone, i.e., the review finds that, although an item was not shown to be “wrong,” the approach taken involves risks (and there are known safer alternative methods)
- h) Factually incorrect
- i) Not implementable (e.g., because of system constraints or time constraints)
- j) Editorial

6.8.3 Anomaly ranking

Anomalies may be ranked by potential impact on the software product, for example, as

- a) Major. Anomalies that would result in failure of the software product or an observable departure from specification.
- b) Minor. Anomalies that deviate from relevant specifications but will not cause failure of the software product or an observable departure in performance.

6.9 Improvement

Inspection data should be analyzed regularly in order to improve the inspection itself, and the software activities used to produce software products. Frequently occurring anomalies may be included in the inspection
checklists or role assignments. The checklists themselves should also be inspected regularly for superfluous or misleading questions. The preparation times, meeting times, and number of participants should be analyzed to determine connections between preparation rate, meeting rate, and number and severity of anomalies found.

A “chief inspector” role should exist. The chief inspector acts as the inspection owner, and collects and feeds back data about the inspection. This chief inspector should be responsible for the proposed follow-up on the inspection itself.

7. Walk-throughs

7.1 Introduction

The purpose of a systematic walk-through is to evaluate a software product. A walk-through may be held for the purpose of educating an audience regarding a software product. The major objectives are to

a) Find anomalies
b) Improve the software product
c) Consider alternative implementations
d) Evaluate conformance to standards and specifications

Other important objectives of the walk-through include exchange of techniques and style variations and training of the participants. A walk-through may point out several deficiencies (for example, efficiency and readability problems in the software product, modularity problems in design or code, or untestable specifications).

Examples of software products subject to walk-throughs include, but are not limited to,

a) Software requirements specification
b) Software design description
c) Source code
d) Software test documentation
e) Software user documentation
f) Maintenance manual
g) System build procedures
h) Installation procedures
i) Release notes

7.2 Responsibilities

The following roles shall be established for the walk-through:

a) Walk-through leader
b) Recorder
c) Author
d) Team member

For a review to be considered a systematic walk-through, a team of at least two members shall be assembled. Roles may be shared among the team members. The walk-through leader or the author may serve as the recorder. The walk-through leader may be the author.
Individuals holding management positions over any member of the walk-through team shall not participate in the walk-through.

7.2.1 Walk-through leader

The walk-through leader shall conduct the walk-through, shall handle the administrative tasks pertaining to the walk-through (such as distributing documents and arranging the meeting), and shall ensure that the walk-through is conducted in an orderly manner. The walk-through leader shall prepare the statement of objectives to guide the team through the walk-through. The walk-through leader shall ensure that the team arrives at a decision or identified action for each discussion item, and shall issue the walk-through output as described in 7.7.

7.2.2 Recorder

The recorder shall note all decisions and identified actions arising during the walk-through meeting. In addition, the recorder should note all comments made during the walk-through that pertain to anomalies found, questions of style, omissions, contradictions, suggestions for improvement, or alternative approaches.

7.2.3 Author

The author should present the software product in the walk-through.

7.3 Input

Input to the walk-through shall include the following:

a) A statement of objectives for the walk-through
b) The software product being examined
c) Standards that are in effect for the acquisition, supply, development, operation, and/or maintenance of the software product

d) Any regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures against which the software product is to be inspected
e) Anomaly categories (see IEEE Std 1044-1993 [B7])

7.4 Entry criteria

7.4.1 Authorization

The need for conducting walk-throughs shall be established in the appropriate project planning documents. Additional walk-throughs may be conducted during acquisition, supply, development, operation, and maintenance of the software product at the request of project management, quality management, or the author, according to local procedures.

7.4.2 Preconditions

A walk-through shall be conducted only when both of the following conditions have been met:

a) A statement of objectives for the review is established by the management personnel for whom the review is being carried out.
b) The required review inputs are available.
7.5 Procedures

7.5.1 Management preparation

Managers shall ensure that the walk-through is performed as required by applicable standards and procedures and by requirements mandated by law, contract, or other policy. To this end, managers shall

a) Plan time and resources required for walk-throughs, including support functions, as required in IEEE Std 1058.1-1987 [B8] or other appropriate standards
b) Provide funding and facilities required to plan, define, execute, and manage the walk-through
c) Provide training and orientation on walk-through procedures applicable to a given project
d) Ensure that walk-through team members possess appropriate levels of expertise and knowledge sufficient to comprehend the software product
e) Ensure that planned walk-throughs are conducted
f) Act on walk-through team recommendations in a timely manner

7.5.2 Planning the walk-through

The walk-through leader shall be responsible for the following activities:

a) Identifying the walk-through team
b) Scheduling the meeting and selecting the meeting place
c) Distributing necessary input materials to participants, and allowing adequate time for their preparation

7.5.3 Overview

An overview presentation should be made by the author as part of the walk-through meeting.

7.5.4 Preparation

The walk-through leader shall distribute the software product and convene a walk-through meeting. Team members shall prepare for the meeting by examining the software product and preparing a list of items for discussion in the meeting. These items should be divided into two categories: general and specific. General items apply to the whole product; specific items apply to a part of it.

Each walk-through team member shall examine the software product and other review inputs prior to the review meeting. Anomalies detected during this examination shall be documented and sent to the walk-through leader. The walk-through leader should classify anomalies to ensure that walk-through meeting time is used effectively. The walk-through leader should forward the anomalies to the author of the software product for disposition.

The author or walk-through leader shall specify a suitable order in which the software product will be inspected (such as sequential, hierarchical, data flow, control flow, bottom up, or top down).

7.5.5 Examination

The walk-through leader shall introduce the participants and describe their roles. The walk-through leader shall state the purpose of the walk-through and should remind the team members to focus their efforts toward anomaly detection, not resolution. The walk-through leader should remind the team members to comment only on the software product, not its author. Team members may pose questions to the author regarding the software product. The walk-through leader shall resolve any special procedural questions raised by the team members.
The author shall present an overview of the software product under review. This is followed by a general discussion during which team members raise their general items. After the general discussion, the author serially presents the software product in detail (hence the name “walk-through”). Team members raise their specific items when the author reaches them in the presentation. New items may be raised during the meeting. The walk-through leader coordinates discussion and guides the meeting to a decision or identified action on each item. The recorder notes all recommendations and required actions.

During the walk-through meeting,

a) The author or walk-through leader should make an overview presentation of the software product under examination
b) The walk-through leader shall coordinate a discussion of the general anomalies of concern
c) The author or walk-through leader shall present the software product, describing every portion of it
d) Team members shall raise specific anomalies as the author reaches the part of the software product to which the anomalies relate
e) The recorder shall note recommendations and actions arising out of the discussion upon each anomaly

After the walk-through meeting, the walk-through leader shall issue the walk-through output detailing anomalies, decisions, actions, and other information of interest. Minimum content requirements for the walk-through output are provided in 7.7.

7.5.6 Rework/follow-up

The walk-through leader shall verify that the action items assigned in the meeting are closed.

7.6 Exit criteria

The walk-through shall be considered complete when

a) The entire software product has been examined
b) Recommendations and required actions have been recorded
c) The walk-through output has been completed

7.7 Output

The output of the walk-through shall be documented evidence that identifies

a) The walk-through team members
b) The software product being examined
c) The statement of objectives that were to be accomplished during this walk-through meeting and whether they were met
d) A list of the recommendations made regarding each anomaly
e) A list of actions, due dates, and responsible people
f) Any recommendations made by the walk-through team on how to dispose of deficiencies and unresolved anomalies
g) Any proposals made by the walk-through team for follow-up walk-throughs

Although this standard sets minimum requirements for the content of the documented evidence, it is left to local procedures to prescribe additional content, format requirements, and media.
7.8 Data collection recommendations

Walk-throughs should provide data for the analysis of the quality of the software product, the effectiveness of the acquisition, supply, development, operation, and maintenance processes, and the efficiency of the walk-through itself. In order to maintain the effectiveness of walk-throughs, data should not be used to evaluate the performance of individuals. To enable these analyses, anomalies that are identified at a walk-through meeting should be classified in accordance with 7.8.1 through 7.8.3.

Walk-through data should contain the identification of the software product, the date and time of the walk-through, the walk-through leader, the preparation and walk-through times, the volume of the materials walked through, and the disposition of the software product. The capture of this information can be used to optimize local guidance for walk-throughs.

The management of walk-through data requires a capability to store, enter, access, update, summarize, and report categorized anomalies. The frequency and types of the walk-through analysis reports, and their distribution, are left to local standards and procedures.

7.8.1 Anomaly classification

Anomalies may be classified by technical type according to, for example, IEEE Std 1044-1993 [B7].

7.8.2 Anomaly classes

Anomaly classes provide evidence of nonconformance, and may be categorized, for example, as

a) Missing
b) Extra (superfluous)
c) Ambiguous
d) Inconsistent
e) Improvement desirable
f) Not conforming to standards
g) Risk-prone, i.e., the review finds that although an item was not shown to be “wrong,” the approach taken involves risks (and there are known safer alternative methods)
h) Factually incorrect
i) Not implementable (e.g., because of system constraints or time constraints)
j) Editorial

7.8.3 Anomaly ranking

Anomalies may be ranked by potential impact on the software product, for example, as

a) Major. Anomalies that would result in failure of the software product or an observable departure from specification
b) Minor. Anomalies that deviate from relevant specifications but will not cause failure of the software product or an observable departure in performance

7.9 Improvement

Walk-through data should be analyzed regularly in order to improve the walk-through itself and to improve the software activities used to produce the software product. Frequently occurring anomalies may be included in the walk-through checklists or role assignments. The checklists themselves should also be inspected regularly for superfluous or misleading questions. The preparation times, meeting times, and num-
ber of participants should be analyzed to determine connections between preparation rate, meeting rate, and number and severity of anomalies found.

8. Audits

8.1 Introduction

The purpose of a software audit is to provide an independent evaluation of conformance of software products and processes to applicable regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures.

Examples of software products subject to audit include, but are not limited to, the following:

a) Back-up and recovery plans
b) Contingency plans
c) Contracts
d) Customer or user representative complaints
e) Disaster plans
f) Hardware performance plans
g) Installation plans
h) Installation procedures
i) Maintenance plans
j) Management review reports
k) Operations and user manuals
l) Procurement and contracting methods
m) Reports and data (for example, review, audit, project status, anomaly reports, test data)
n) Request for proposal
o) Risk management plans
p) Software configuration management plans (see IEEE Std 828-1990 [B2])
q) Software design descriptions (see IEEE Std 1016-1987 [B6])
r) Source code
s) Unit development folders
t) Software project management plans (see IEEE Std. 1058-1987 [B8])
u) Software quality assurance plans (see IEEE Std 730-1989 [B1])
v) Software requirements specifications (see IEEE Std 830-1993 [B4])
w) Software safety plans (see IEEE Std 1228-1994 [B13])
x) Software test documentation (see IEEE Std 829-1983 [B3])
y) Software user documentation (see IEEE Std 1063-1987 [B9])
z) Software verification and validation plans (see IEEE Std 1012-1986 [B5])

aa) Standards, regulations, guidelines, and procedures
ab) System build procedures
ac) Technical review reports
ad) Vendor documents
ae) Walk-through reports
af) Deliverable media (such as tapes and diskettes)

The examination should begin with an overview meeting during which the auditors and audited organization examine and agree upon the arrangements for the audit.

When stipulated in the audit plan, the auditors may make recommendations. These should be reported separately.
8.2 Responsibilities

The following roles shall be established for an audit:

a) Lead auditor  
b) Recorder 
c) Auditor(s)  
d) Initiator  
e) Audited organization

The lead auditor may act as recorder. The initiator may act as lead auditor. Additional auditors should be included in the audit team; however, audits by a single person are permitted.

8.2.1 Lead auditor

The lead auditor shall be responsible for the audit. This responsibility includes administrative tasks pertaining to the audit, ensuring that the audit is conducted in an orderly manner, and ensuring that the audit meets its objectives.

a) Preparing the audit plan (see 8.5.2)  
b) Assembling the audit team  
c) Managing the audit team  
d) Making decisions regarding the conduct of the audit  
e) Making decisions regarding any audit observations  
f) Preparing the audit report (see 8.7)  
g) Reporting on the inability or apparent inability of any of individuals involved in the audit to fulfill their responsibilities  
h) Negotiating any discrepancies or inconsistencies with the initiator which could impair the ability to satisfy the exit criteria (8.6)  
i) Recommending corrective actions

The lead auditor shall be free from bias and influence that could reduce his ability to make independent, objective evaluations.

8.2.2 Recorder

The recorder shall document anomalies, action items, decisions, and recommendations made by the audit team.

8.2.3 Auditor

The auditors shall examine products, as defined in the audit plan. They shall document their observations and recommend corrective actions. All auditors shall be free from bias and influences that could reduce their ability to make independent, objective evaluations, or shall identify their bias and proceed with acceptance from the initiator.

8.2.4 Initiator

The initiator shall be responsible for the following activities:

a) Decide upon the need for an audit  
b) Decide upon the purpose and scope of the audit  
c) Decide the software products to be audited
d) Decide the evaluation criteria, including the regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures to be used for evaluation

e) Decide upon who will carry out the audit

f) Review the audit report

g) Decide what follow-up action will be required

h) Distribute the audit report

The initiator may be a manager in the audited organization, a customer or user representative of the audited organization, or a third party.

8.2.5 Audited organization

The audited organization shall provide a liaison to the auditors and shall provide all information requested by the auditors. When the audit is completed, the audited organization should implement corrective actions and recommendations.

8.3 Input

Inputs to the audit shall be listed in the audit plan and shall include the following:

a) Purpose and scope of the audit

b) Background information about the audited organization

c) Software products to be audited

d) Evaluation criteria, including applicable regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures to be used for evaluation

e) Evaluation criteria: for example, “acceptable,” “needs improvement,” “unacceptable,” “not rated”

Inputs to the audit should also include the following:

f) Records of previous similar audits

8.4 Entry criteria

8.4.1 Authorization

An initiator decides upon the need for an audit. This decision may be prompted by a routine event, such as the arrival at a project milestone, or a non-routine event, such as the suspicion or discovery of a major non-conformance.

The initiator selects an auditing organization that can perform an independent evaluation. The initiator provides the auditors with information that defines the purpose of the audit, the software products to be audited, and the evaluation criteria. The initiator should request the auditors to make recommendations. The lead auditor produces an audit plan and the auditors prepare for the audit.

The need for an audit may be established by one or more of the following events:

a) The supplier organization decides to verify compliance with the applicable regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures (this decision may have been made when planning the project).

b) The customer organization decides to verify compliance with applicable regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures.

c) A third party, such as a regulatory agency or assessment body, decides upon the need to audit the supplier organization to verify compliance with applicable regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures.
In every case, the initiator shall authorize the audit.

**8.4.2 Preconditions**

An audit shall be conducted only when all of the following conditions have been met:

a) The audit has been authorized by an appropriate authority  
b) A statement of objectives of the audit is established  
c) The required audit inputs are available

**8.5 Procedures**

**8.5.1 Management preparation**

Managers shall ensure that the audit is performed as required by applicable standards and procedures and by requirements mandated by law, contract, or other policy. To this end, managers shall

a) Plan time and resources required for audits, including support functions, as required in IEEE Std 1058.1-1987 [B8], legal or regulatory documents, or other appropriate standards  
b) Provide funding and facilities required to plan, define, execute, and manage the audits  
c) Provide training and orientation on the audit procedures applicable to a given project  
d) Ensure appropriate levels of expertise and knowledge sufficient to comprehend the software product being audited  
e) Ensure that planned audits are conducted  
f) Act on audit team recommendations in a timely manner

**8.5.2 Planning the audit**

The audit plan shall describe the

a) Purpose and scope of the audit  
b) Audited organization, including location and management  
c) Software products to be audited  
d) Evaluation criteria, including applicable regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures to be used for evaluation  
e) Auditor’s responsibilities  
f) Examination activities (for example, interview staff, read and evaluate documents, observe tests)  
g) Audit activity resource requirements  
h) Audit activity schedule  
i) Requirements for confidentiality (for example, company confidential, restricted information, classified information)  
j) Checklists  
k) Report formats  
l) Report distribution  
m) Required follow-up activities

Where sampling is used, a statistically valid sampling method shall be used to establish selection criteria and sample size.

The audit plan shall be approved by the initiator. The audit plan should allow for changes based on information gathered during the audit, subject to approval by the initiator.
8.5.3 Opening meeting

An opening meeting between the audit team and audited organization shall occur at the beginning of the examination phase of the audit. The overview meeting agenda shall include

- Purpose and scope of the audit
- Software products being audited
- Audit procedures and outputs
- Expected contributions of the audited organization to the audit (for example, the number of people to be interviewed, meeting facilities)
- Audit schedule
- Access to facilities, information, and documents required

8.5.4 Preparation

The initiator shall notify the audited organization’s management in writing before the audit is performed, except for unannounced audits. The notification shall define the purpose and scope of the audit, identify what will be audited, identify the auditors, and identify the audit schedule. The purpose of notification is to enable the audited organization to ensure that the people and material to be examined in the audit are available.

Auditors shall prepare for the audit by studying the

- Audit plan
- Audited organization
- Products to be audited
- Applicable regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures to be used for evaluation
- Evaluation criteria

In addition, the lead auditor shall make the necessary arrangements for

- Team orientation and training
- Facilities for audit interviews
- Materials, documents, and tools required by the audit procedures
- Examination activities

8.5.5 Examination

Examination shall consist of evidence collection and analysis with respect to the audit criteria, a closing meeting between the auditors and audited organization, and preparing an audit report.

8.5.5.1 Evidence collection

The auditors shall collect evidence of conformance and non-conformance by interviewing audited organization staff, examining documents, and witnessing processes. The auditors should attempt all the examination activities defined in the audit plan. They shall undertake additional investigative activities if they consider such activities required to define the full extent of conformance or non-conformance.

Auditors shall document all observations of non-conformance and exemplary conformance. An observation is a statement of fact made during an audit that is substantiated by objective evidence. Examples of non-conformance are

- Applicable regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures not used at all
- Applicable regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures not used correctly
Observations should be categorized as major or minor. An observation should be classified as major if the non-conformity will likely have a significant effect on product quality, project cost, or project schedule.

All observations shall be verified by discussing them with the audited organization before the closing audit meeting.

8.5.5.2 Closing meeting

The lead auditor shall convene a closing meeting with the audited organization’s management. The closing meeting should review

- Actual extent of implementation of the audit plan
- Problems experienced in implementing the audit plan, if any
- Observations made by the auditors
- Preliminary conclusions of the auditors
- Preliminary recommendations of the auditors
- Overall audit assessment (for example, whether the audited organization successfully passed the audit criteria)

Comments and issues raised by the audited organization should be resolved. Agreements should be reached during the closing audit meeting and must be completed before the audit report is finalized.

8.5.5.3 Reporting

The lead auditor shall prepare the audit report, as described in 8.7. The audit report should be prepared as soon as possible after the audit. Any communication between auditors and the audited organization made between the closing meeting and the issue of the report should pass through the lead auditor.

The lead auditor shall send the audit report to the initiator. The initiator should distribute the audit report within the audited organization.

8.5.6 Follow-up

Rework, if any, shall be the responsibility of the initiator and audited organization and shall include

- Determining what corrective action is required to remove or prevent a non-conformity
- Initiating the corrective action

8.6 Exit criteria

An audit shall be considered complete when

- The audit report has been submitted to the initiator
- All of the auditing organization’s follow-up actions included in the scope of the audit have been performed, reviewed, and approved

8.7 Output

The output of the audit is the audit report. The audit report shall contain the

- Purpose and scope of the audit
- Audited organization, including location, liaison staff, and management
- Identification of the software products audited
d) Applicable regulations, standards, guidelines, plans, and procedures used for evaluation

e) Evaluation criteria

f) Summary of auditor’s organization

g) Summary of examination activities

h) Summary of the planned examination activities not performed

i) Observation list, classified as major or minor

j) A summary and interpretation of the audit findings including the key items of non-conformance

k) The type and timing of audit follow-up activities

Additionally, when stipulated by the audit plan, recommendations shall be provided to the audited organiza-
tion or the initiator. Recommendations may be reported separately from results.

Although this standard sets minimum requirements for report content, it is left to local standards to prescribe
additional content, report format requirements, and media.
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Relationship of this standard to the life cycle processes of other standards

This standard may be used in conjunction with other IEEE or ISO/IEC standards. In particular, IEEE Std 730-1989 [B1], IEEE Std 1012-1986 [B5], IEEE Std 1074-1995 [B10], and ISO/IEC 12207:1995 [B15] all require that software reviews take place during the software life cycle. The following table shows, for each of these standards, a possible mapping to the five review types described in the body of IEEE Std 1028-1997.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Clause</th>
<th>Review title</th>
<th>Corresponding IEEE Std 1028-1997 review type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Std 730-1989 [B1]</td>
<td>3.6.2.1</td>
<td>Software requirements review</td>
<td>Technical review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.6.2.2</td>
<td>Preliminary design review</td>
<td>Technical review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.6.2.3</td>
<td>Critical design review</td>
<td>Technical review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.6.2.4</td>
<td>Software V&amp; V plan review</td>
<td>Management review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.6.2.5</td>
<td>Functional audit</td>
<td>Audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.6.2.6</td>
<td>Physical audit</td>
<td>Audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.6.2.7</td>
<td>In-process audit</td>
<td>Audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.6.2.8</td>
<td>Managerial reviews</td>
<td>Management review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.6.2.9</td>
<td>Software configuration management review</td>
<td>Management review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.6.2.10</td>
<td>Postmortem review</td>
<td>Management review, technical review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Std 1012-1986 [B5]</td>
<td>3.5.2</td>
<td>Concept documentation evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.5.3</td>
<td>Software requirements traceability analysis, require-</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ments evaluation, and interface analysis</td>
<td>walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.5.4</td>
<td>Design traceability analysis, design evaluation, and</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>design interface analysis</td>
<td>walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.5.5</td>
<td>Source code traceability analysis, evaluation, and</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>interface analysis</td>
<td>walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.5.5</td>
<td>Source code documentation evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Clause</td>
<td>Review title</td>
<td>Corresponding IEEE Std 1028-1997 review type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Audit performance</td>
<td>Audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Configuration control audit</td>
<td>Audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control flow analysis</td>
<td>Technical review, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Database analysis</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Data flow analysis</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Design walk-through</td>
<td>Walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feasibility study evaluation</td>
<td>Management review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Functional audit</td>
<td>Audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In-process audit</td>
<td>Audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Operational readiness review</td>
<td>Management review, technical review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical audit</td>
<td>Audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Requirements walk-through</td>
<td>Walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sizing and timing analysis</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Source code walk-through</td>
<td>Walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Test evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Test readiness review</td>
<td>Management review, technical review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Test walk-through</td>
<td>Walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>User documentation evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Std 1074-1995 [B10]</td>
<td>7.1.3.2</td>
<td>Plan verification and validation</td>
<td>All types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/IEC 12207:1995 [B15]</td>
<td>5.2.4.5</td>
<td>Project management plan</td>
<td>Management review, technical review, inspection, walk-through, audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.2.6.2</td>
<td>Supplier/acquirer joint reviews</td>
<td>Management review, technical review, inspection, walk-through, audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Clause</td>
<td>Review title</td>
<td>Corresponding IEEE Std 1028-1997 review type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/IEC 12207:1995 [B15]</td>
<td>5.3.1.3</td>
<td>Development process</td>
<td>Management review, technical review, inspection, walk-through, audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3.2.2</td>
<td>System requirements analysis evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3.3.2</td>
<td>System architectural design evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3.4.2</td>
<td>Software requirements analysis evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3.5.6</td>
<td>Software architectural design evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3.6.7</td>
<td>Software detailed design evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3.7.5</td>
<td>Software code evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3.8.5</td>
<td>Software integration evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3.9.3</td>
<td>Software qualification testing evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3.10.3</td>
<td>System integration evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3.11.2</td>
<td>System qualification test evaluation</td>
<td>Technical review, inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.1.2.3</td>
<td>Document review</td>
<td>Management review, technical review, inspection, walk-through, audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.6.2</td>
<td>Project management reviews</td>
<td>Management review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.6.3</td>
<td>Technical reviews</td>
<td>Technical review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>Audit process</td>
<td>Audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.1.4</td>
<td>Review and evaluation</td>
<td>Management review, technical review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.3.c</td>
<td>Tailoring—reviews and audits</td>
<td>Inspection, walk-through</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Comparison of review types

The following table compares the five types of reviews in a number of salient characteristics. This is meant to be indicative of the ways in which the review types match with or differ from one another.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Management review</th>
<th>Technical review</th>
<th>Inspection</th>
<th>Walk-through</th>
<th>Audit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>Ensure progress; recommend corrective action; ensure proper allocation of resources</td>
<td>Evaluate conformance to specifications and plans; ensure change integrity</td>
<td>Find anomalies; verify resolution; verify product quality</td>
<td>Find anomalies; examine alternatives; improve product; forum for learning</td>
<td>Independently evaluate compliance with objective standards and regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making</td>
<td>Management team charts course of action; decisions made at the meeting or as a result of recommendations</td>
<td>Review team requests management or technical leadership to act on recommendations</td>
<td>Review team chooses predefined product dispositions; defects must be removed</td>
<td>The team agrees on changes to be made by the author</td>
<td>Audited organization, initiator, acquirer, customer or user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change verification</td>
<td>Leader verifies that action items are closed; change verification left to other project controls</td>
<td>Leader verifies that action items are closed; change verification left to other project controls</td>
<td>Leader verifies that action items are closed; change verification left to other project controls</td>
<td>Leader verifies that action items are closed; change verification left to other project controls</td>
<td>Responsibility of the audited organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended group size</td>
<td>Two or more people</td>
<td>Three or more people</td>
<td>Three to six people</td>
<td>Two to seven people</td>
<td>One to five people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group attendance</td>
<td>Management, technical leadership and peer mix</td>
<td>Technical leadership and peer mix</td>
<td>Peers meet with documented attendance</td>
<td>Technical leadership and peer mix</td>
<td>Auditors, audited organization, management and technical personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group leadership</td>
<td>Usually the responsible manager</td>
<td>Usually the lead engineer</td>
<td>Trained facilitator</td>
<td>Facilitator or author</td>
<td>Lead auditor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of material</td>
<td>Moderate to high, depending on the specific meeting objectives</td>
<td>Moderate to high, depending on the specific meeting objectives</td>
<td>Relatively low</td>
<td>Relatively low</td>
<td>Moderate to high, depending on the specific audit objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic</td>
<td>Management review</td>
<td>Technical review</td>
<td>Inspection</td>
<td>Walk-through</td>
<td>Audit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenter</td>
<td>Project representative</td>
<td>Development team representative</td>
<td>A reader</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Auditors collect and examine information provided by audited organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td>As required by applicable policies, standards, or plans</td>
<td>Not a formal project requirement. May be done locally.</td>
<td>Strongly recommended</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>Not a formal project requirement. May be done locally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Management review documentation</td>
<td>Technical review documentation</td>
<td>Anomaly list, anomaly summary, inspection documentation</td>
<td>Anomaly list, action items, decisions, follow-up proposals</td>
<td>Formal audit report; observations, findings, deficiencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal facilitator training</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (formal auditing training)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defined participant roles</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of defect checklists</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management participates</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer or user representative participates</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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